OUTSOURCE OR INSOURCE?

The customer communications conundrum
How to decide whether to outsource or insource your Customer Communication Management (CCM)
and maximise the customer experience
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What is the ‘customer communications conundrum’?
When it comes to customer communications
management (CCM), there’s a simple choice to
make in terms of how you achieve it: insourcing
or outsourcing.

The fact is, when it comes to making a choice between
insourcing or outsourcing, neither approach is right or
wrong. It’s not a ‘black and white’ decision, rather
many shades of grey.

That decision can vary widely across different
industry sectors, and across organisations within
those sectors. For example, two banks may have
completely different approaches to the way they
choose to communicate with customers, and the
methods, processes and technologies they
decide to deploy.

And that is essentially the customer communications
management conundrum. But solving the conundrum
isn’t just about deciding whether to insource or
outsource. It’s about understanding the capabilities
and benefits of leading edge production systems that,
in either scenario, can ensure:

Invariably, it’s about control. Some organisations
want complete, end-to-end control of their
customer communications management
processes, encompassing every stage from
document creation to printing and mailing.
Others want to outsource all or some parts of
the process so that they can focus on their core
business activities – not a loss of control
necessarily, but certainly devolution.



Efficient and effective on-boarding of
customers




Visibility and reliability of service delivery
Integrity and compliance of communications
that eventually reach the customers’
mailboxes.

black & white
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WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE?

Which is best for you?

Insourcing is just a fancy way of saying “DIY”. If an organisation is
insourcing CCM, it means that it has the industrial strength processes and
technologies, as well as the people, in-house to manage sophisticated
print and mail operations in-house.

For some organisations, insourcing CCM is undoubtedly the better option.
For others, outsourcing can make the most sense from logistical, financial,
and security perspectives.

Outsourcing first became popular with the large financial services firms
back in the 1990s. The sheer volume of printing and mailing and
associated operational overheads meant that many organisations needed
external help for all or part of their processes. Many firms brought in
consultants to help them answer one key question in relation to CCM:

Can an external organisation do this better than us?
Unless those organisations were running the previously mentioned
industrial-strength print and mail operations as a core competency, the
answer was usually "yes".
The term "outsourcing" became very common in the print and mail
business and later expanded to be very broad and inclusive of almost any
process by the year 2000. Print and mail outsourcing has continued to
grow, with leading-edge CCM technology supporting the most common
production tasks. According to industry estimates, printing accounts for
around 1 to 3 percent of a company’s overall budget. Outsourcing
provides additional transparency and allows for tighter control of costs.

The fundamental question organisations need to be asking themselves is:

Are we communicating with our customers in
the best way possible?
Additionally, organisations need to ensure they are making the best use
of their resources. There’s no doubt that the squeeze on mailroom costs
is nothing new – indeed, in the current economy, the pressure is really on
companies to proactively manage those costs and improve efficiencies on
an ongoing basis.
However, the good news is that leading-edge CCM technology is
available and is enabling the efficient
management and streamlining of
customer communications
processes to the highest
standards of efficiency
and integrity.

Additionally, the equipment and expertise required to create professional
and customised pieces of collateral are often expenses that many small to
mid-size firms can no longer afford. By outsourcing, some estimates show
that companies can save approximately 30% on their annual printing
budgets.
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DISPELLING THE MYTHS
When it comes considering the customer communications
conundrum, businesses need to dispel the myths surrounding
insourcing and outsourcing.

MYTH 1 — INSOURCING IS EXPENSIVE

Well, it can be - it's not just the cost of people, you have to
consider the space, the equipment, etc.

MYTH 2 - OUTSOURCING IS CHEAPER
Well, sometimes it is, and sometimes it isn't.

For many organisations, mailings are the primary way they
communicate with their customers. If mailings are central to a
company’s business model, the case for insourcing CCM can be
compelling. In such a scenario, having people in-house who ‘own’
CCM can be a business justification for insourcing in itself.
When you outsource, someone else has to manage that process for
you. Another myth is that outsourcing can solve all your problems. It
doesn’t. All you’re doing is moving your problems somewhere else,
in this case to an external vendor. If customers are complaining
about the way their bills look, and you outsource the process but
customers are still unhappy, you haven’t solved the problem.

A telecommunications company, for example, might want to
ensure that no employees at a third-party mailer are able to see
their neighbours’ bills. Organisations who outsource CCM must
gain visibility into their fulfilment houses’ practices to ensure
that this sort of thing doesn’t happen.
In addition, companies in highly regulated industries must
ensure that outsourced service providers can keep consumer
data safe and stay compliant with laws protecting information.
For many companies, the best option may not be insourcing or
outsourcing, but a combination of both. For example, an
organisation might outsource print and mail but consider
insourcing or having a separate outsource arrangement to
retain control of CCM document design, creation for
multi-channel delivery.

When it comes to CCM, it’s not always BLACK
and WHITE, but many shades of GREY

And if an organisation doesn’t select its outsourcing vendor wisely, it
can experience additional problems, including privacy and security
breaches involving sensitive information.
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MEETING CUSTOMERS ON THEIR OWN TERMS
Whether insourcing or outsourcing, the goal remains the same –
to meet customers on their own terms. And that means
delivering compelling, multi-channel customer communications
when customers want them, in the format they want them.
While traditional print mail, including regular statements and
correspondence, along with the customer service call centres,
remain viable and important channels of communication, new
media channels - including mobile devices and tablets - now
offer new ways to interact with customers.
Multichannel communications enable organisations to reach
customers at their convenience, any time of day or night,
through the medium of their choice. Whether the customer
prefers paper (mail), electronic (e-mail, internet), mobile devices
(smartphones), or a combination of these channels, being able to
meet delivery preferences is essential for enhancing the
customer experience.
Implementing a well-planned and collaborative customer
communications solution will not only be cost-effective, but will
also take advantage of the opportunity to improve customer
satisfaction and loyalty.

Important considerations...
Obtaining quality data
Gathering and consoli
dating data
about customers can
be a
challenge.
Be sure your commun
ications
solution can tap into
and merge
data from these vario
us sources
without the need to
reconfigure
your internal data sys
tems.

Integrating all delivery
channels
You need to be ab
le to coordinate
and integrate data
across a range
of media output ch
annels.
This is critical to th
e success of a
multichannel frame
work.

Designing for multiple
channels
One critical factor for suc
cessful
multichannel communic
ations is
creating flexible conten
t that
automatically changes
to match the
requirements of the de
livery channel.
Without this kind of fle
xibility, designing
for multiple channels can
become a
painful and complex pro
cess.

Efficiently managing
multiple channels
The ability to man
age content,
independent of th
e documents
and channels that
receive them,
is vital.
Be sure your solut
ion has these
management capa
bilities.
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MULTI-CHANNEL COMMUNICATIONS: WHAT ARE THE FAST-EVOLVING TACTICS FOR OUTSOURCING?
Discussions are rife around value of document delivery via paper or paperless
channels. Some industry experts believe that...

By 2018 around 40% of bills and statements will
be delivered as paperless
...with significant growth in customer demand for alternative digital access
beyond a desktop-friendly viewing experience.
From a document outsourcing perspective, there have
been several very large customer communications
print outsourcing deals in the US in the last
two years, including financial organisations
such as American Express and Fidelity.
In markets where customer communications
print outsourcing is mature - including the
UK the demand is certainly there for
optimising delivery channels, customer
onboarding, data analytics, as well as
inbound interactions like the call centre.

But whether the print and mail process is managed by an outsourcing
services provider or within an enterprise, where customers decide to pay
bills will have a great influence on where they prefer to receive them which will directly impact the senders of customer communications.
With the complexities that come with advances in the multi-channel
customer communications market, it is critical for enterprises to focus on:

optimising the customer experience
across all channels
While it is important for enterprises to continue
to invest in optimising printed
communications, they also need to have
a strategy to optimise every channel
and outsource where there is a
lack of or drive to implement
these strategies.
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OUTSOURCING SUCCESS: AVOID THE PITFALLS and GAIN COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
With the explosion in new media, new touchpoints and new tools for
one-to-one, multi-channel communications, there has never been a greater
need - or a better time - to take a more holistic approach to customer
communications management.
Even small incremental improvements in customer loyalty can have a dramatic
impact on overall profitability. Reduced costs, greater customer retention,
increased marketing ROI and overall profitability - they can all be achieved with
strategic outsourcing.
To avoid the pitfalls and gain competitive advantage there are several
considerations:

measurable goals

It’s important to have a set of measurable goals for optimising customer
retention, increasing brand loyalty and equity, reducing costs in call centre and
support administration, accelerating customer on-boarding time and reducing
risk and complying with regulations. Setting meaningful and attainable goals
will provide motivation all around.

communications audit

Once you’ve identified the strategic goals undertaking due diligence is the only
way to establish a baseline for project. This disciplined approach of asking the
right questions of the right people, gathering the right data and mapping the
current process quickly identifies opportunities for improvements.

change management strategy

Change management acknowledges that no matter how thorough you
have been up front, there will be barriers in the road. Establishing new
procedures has effects that go beyond IT and procurement because of the
sheer number of customer touchpoints, multiple lines of business and
stakeholders involved. It is important for all involved to understand
additional or changing support requirements.

executive support

Projects have a much greater chance to flourish with the support of a
C-level executive. Customer communications are a vital aspect of the
organisation, so whether outsourcing or insourcing communication
services, this initiative needs the support of key stakeholders to establish
and enforce policies and procedures, and act as arbitrator when multiple
lines of business weigh in with different agendas.

Measure success

After the goals are set, simply tracking the top-line
milestones such as delivery dates and unit costs won’t work.
Business users want meaningful reports, information and
insights, which require the collection and analysis of the
actual data. Having the right metrics and
regular reporting will build confidence and
success.
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MULTI-CHANNEL CUSTOMER COMMUNICATIONS :
DIFFERENT INDUSTRIES... DIFFERENT CHALLENGES
In meeting multi-channel customer communications challenges, and deciding on insourcing or outsourcing options, unfortunately
there isn’t a “one size fits all” solution. Every industry faces different challenges, and there’s no one “right” solution, just one that suits
their particular needs best.
Let’s take three industries as examples of the challenges, many of which can be faced across a range of sectors….

Financial
Services

GOVERNMENT

Utilities
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FINANCIAL SERVICES
Financial institutions are constantly addressing new challenges as they
navigate their way through an ever-changing regulatory compliance
landscape, as well as often volatile market conditions.
In pursuing initiatives to grow their businesses, financial institutions
continually strive for operational excellence and innovation, whilst
taking a customer-centric approach. With a slowly recovering economy
and changing consumer habits

Retaining the ability to access and control your organisation’s data and
documents to create effective communications is crucial, because every
customer contact presents the opportunity to improve the customer experience,
tap new markets and differentiate from the competition.
Some financial institutions have elected to take a collaborative ‘hybrid’
approach to CCM, effectively combining internal resources - primarily customer
-facing staff - with those of a knowledgeable and reliable external vendorpartner to design, deliver and maintain personalised customer communications.

building trust and loyalty with customers has
never been more important.

Working in this hybrid way means that ideas and capabilities can be combined
and the financial institution can maintain the flexibility to create interactive,
personalised documents to best serve customers while controlling accuracy and
costs through external production and fulfilment.

In terms of customer communications, outsourcing means a financial
institution is no longer bound to manage a capital-intensive process
that is outside the strategic focus of its business. As well as being seen
as a cost-effective option, outsourcing frees resources that can be more
profitably applied to innovation and achieving an organisation’s
primary business objectives.

Deploying a proven CCM platform that is easily configurable which reduces the
time frame for migration of legacy documents and minimises the risk of brand
inconsistency during the transition is often the solution of choice for many
financial institutions. Importantly, regulatory compliance – so important in the
financial services industry – is assured with the automated ability of such
platforms to include or exclude specific content based on effective dates to
support changing regulations.

With regular statements and related correspondence being key
communication vehicles between a financial company and its
customers, the ability to employ "agile billing"- maintaining flexibility
and control of documents whilst enjoying the cost benefits of
outsourcing physical printing and fulfilment – can make sound business
sense.
However, in outsourcing CCM, financial institutions need to ensure that
this underpins a strong, customer-centric communications strategy. The
key issue to consider is the potential risk of losing the control, speed-to
-market and relevance of documents and messages, especially with the
exponential increase in communication channels over recent years.

Having the operational flexibility to make
simple changes on individual customer
communications, together with the
scalability to meet the dynamic
requirements of a business, enables
rapid adaptation to market and
regulatory conditions as they happen.
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GOVERNMENT
Key challenges facing government organisations in the current economic
climate include controlling budgets, improving service delivery and being
‘greener’. Simultaneously, there is a requirement and expectation that their
ability to communicate with citizens is more timely, and relevant and
delivered in the media that citizens want.

Some local authorities elect to take a collaborative ‘hybrid’ approach to
CCM, effectively combining internal resources - primarily customer-facing
staff - with those of a knowledgeable and reliable external vendor-partner
to design, deliver and maintain personalised customer communications.

In order to improve the quality of service to its citizens, whilst also
delivering significant cost savings and productivity improvements,
government entities need to:

Working in this hybrid way means that authorities can be flexible when it
comes to creating personalised documents that really meet the needs of
citizens, while controlling costs, accuracy and compliance through external
production and fulfilment.




Gain greater control over content and quicker access to information

OUTSOURCING CAN PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING BENEFITS:




Enable electronic delivery of citizen communications

Leverage existing technology and infrastructure wherever possible to
keep costs down
Ensure regulatory compliance.

When it comes to citizen communications, outsourcing means that a
government entity can avoid significant capital outlay and better focus on
‘core activity’ - serving the needs of its citizens. With often complex
operations involving, for example, Benefits Notifications and Council Tax
communications - sometimes involving millions of envelopes a year government organisations need to get it right and need experts to do so.
However, unlike commercial entities, public sector organisations
(particularly local government agencies) also have a considerable social
responsibility in terms of maintaining regional employment and often have
legacy processes, applications and relationships that make outsourcing less
desirable.



Making full use of postal optimisation, saving potentially thousands
of pounds per year








Moving communications from paper to electronic formats



Improving brand and messaging control and consistency.

Use one envelope for several communications (co-mingling)
Achieving better informed residents and businesses
Achieving improved customer satisfaction levels
Reducing in-bound queries into customer contact centres
Increasing staff productivity by reducing the IT-centric requirements
of delivering a communication service
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UTILITIES
The utilities industry is highly regulated and competitive – you only have to
look at the plethora of price comparison sites to see that. Utility companies
are constantly reviewing budgets and service levels, looking for ways to trim
costs while improving their communications to retain existing customers
and win new ones.
The cost for printing and mailing periodic bills and statements is a key
focus. Even with well-qualified and dedicated staff in-house, there are always ways to
streamline and reduce costs in this area. With a significant upfront
investment, it is possible to save money further down the line.
Finding that upfront investment is, however, the biggest challenge, posing
one key question:

“When will we see a return on investment in new
equipment and software?”
Although modern digital printing technologies do save time and money
compared with technologies of only five years ago, purchasing and
installing this equipment and training your staff to use it can add up to a
significant initial investment. And because these technologies are frequently
upgraded, this is also an ongoing expense.

Additionally, electronic customer communications can reduce print
volumes, but at the same time, they also present a risk of an increase to the
unit costs as mailing volumes decline.
Outsourcing the printing and mailing of regular periodic bills and
statements is, of course, one very viable option available to utilities.
Outsourcing allows utilities to level out unit costs, as well as save on
equipment maintenance. A service provider can make these investments on
a regular basis -- that’s its core business -- and the costs are distributed
across its own customer base, so no single customer bears the full burden.
By using a qualified service provider, you won’t need to spend precious
time and resources shopping for non-core technologies and hiring experts
in fields outside of your own. You’ll be free to set and reach your own
operating goals and guidelines without having to justify infrastructure and
capabilities that may go beyond your immediate needs.
You won’t need to worry about how to finance a printing and volume mail
operation or how to keep it busy enough to justify its cost. And your
bills and statements will go out on time every month, at the lowest
possible cost and with the quickest delivery possible. That is, after all, the
bottom-line.
And don’t forget that a service provider will be dedicated to finding
and implementing leading-edge solutions for CCM.
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SUMMARY
Sefas Innovation Limited. Registered No: 3769761 England. Registered Office: One New Street, Wells, Somerset, BA5 2LA. United Kingdom.

To insource or outsource customer communications management is a big decision – and not one to be taken lightly. The decision you make depends, invariably, on
how much – or how little – control you want of your CCM processes.
If you want complete, end-to-end control of CCM, encompassing every stage from document creation to printing and mailing, fine. If you want to outsource all or
some parts of the process so that you can focus on your core business activities, also fine. Just be clear – through extensive discussion research and due diligence –
that you know which side of the fence you want or need to be.

The good news is that – whichever decision you decide to make – the CCM technology, tools and services are
out there to underpin the strategy you want to adopt.

About Sefas
SEFAS, a DOCAPOST company, a branch of the digital sector of La Poste Group, is a French software vendor operating internationally, and a leading
provider of omnichannel customer communication management solutions, from desktop publishing to mobile, digital and responsive
communications.
SEFAS software is used by many banks, financial institutions, utility companies, telcos, public sector organisations and large outsource companies
where speed, cost, flexibility, accuracy, regulatory compliance and visual performance is vital.

Contact Sefas

Sefas UK - Whitefriars - Lewins Mead - Bristol - BS1 2NT - UK

www.sefas.co.uk contactuk@sefas.com

+44(0) 117 906 9920
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